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Macmillian, Australia, 2007. Medium Trade Paperback. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: No
Dust Jacket. 335 pages. Multiple copies of this title available. Martin Flint has been hit hard. Two
years ago, his young daughter died in an accident, and while he and his wife are learning to cope
with the tragedy, it doesn't look as if they are going to make it. More and more Martin turns to the
only other friend he's got: the Pillars of Wisdom poker machine - until it lets him down one time too
many. Using what's left of a small inheritance, Martin travels to Fiji. A little time out from a life out
of control is also an opportunity to research the story of a nineteenth-century treasure. From the
realm of Sydney's poker machine parlours to the seedy bars and backstreets of Suva, Martin
encounters conmen, criminals, drifters and dreamers. A young Fijian woman with troubles of her
own provides heartache and hope - and the knowledge that life isn't always elsewhere. Quantity
Available: 3. Category: Literature & Literary; ISBN/EAN: 9780330423250. Inventory No: 09041133. This
item is in stock in our Australian warehouse. We are not dropshippers.
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ReviewsReviews

Totally among the best publication I have ever go through. This really is for all those who statte that there had not been a well worth studying. I am just
very happy to let you know that this is actually the very best pdf we have go through inside my very own daily life and could be he very best ebook for
actually.
-- Miss Audr a  Moen-- Miss Audr a  Moen

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is really simplified but shocks in the 50 percent of the pdf. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this publication to learn.
-- Zetta  Ar m str ong  III--  Zetta  Ar m str ong  III
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